Inherent to this system's flexibility is the recurring problem of identifying the desired or optimal laboratory corrtlguration for a given implementation instance when faced with several choices. While discrete-event simulation has proven to be quite beneficial for solving problems of this nature, parochial design philosophy has tended to result in models that are brittle in structure. The focus of this paper is a discussion of a single generic simulation model written in the SIMAN IV simulation language that emulates the adaptability of the flexible automation system it represents.
Like the automated system, the model allows for convenient changes in nearly all aspects of the process being studied.
Equipment and operations within the model may be easily included (or excluded) from the scope of a given simulation run. Included within this discussion is a description of the Merck Flexible LaboratoÃ utomation System as well as a case study applying the flexible simulation model to an actual laboratory instance.
Automation has typically been reserved only for processes that are repetitive and that change relatively infrequently. Merck & Co., Inc., in an effort to automate their pharmaceutical and chemical laboratories, has taken a ditTerent approach towards automation. This approach targets low volume testing and relies on the reconfigurability of the automated system to adapt to the changing needs of each laboratory. The Merck Flexible Laboratory Automation (FLA) system was developed to meet these needs.
This system is intended to be installed in numerous laboratories throughout Merck, each of which processes hundreds of different products, and expects their testing processes to change in order to accommodate difXerent products.
A simulation of the FLA system requires that the simulation model be able to adapt to changes in the products and in the configuration of the laboratory. In fact, one of the most important aspects of a simulation of the FLA system is the ability to compare several erent FLA configurations prior to deciding upon which of the conilgurations to implement. These contlguations may be vastly ditTerent from each other with changes representing Merences in the layout of the laboratory, the number and speed of the robots, the capacity of each of the fictional work cells within this system, and the products that are to be tested. The simulation model that was developed for FLA mimics this flexibili~, with relative ease a new product or system configuration may be simulated. This paper presents a description of the FLA system and its associated simulation model. The process of building a flexible simulation model will be discussed in some detail. The simulation model has been used to aid in the evaluation of installing FLA systems in several laboratories at Merck. This paper will conclude with a discussion of the simulation of one laboratory and its corresponding results. First, the cost to automate a laboratory is prohibitive unless the majority of the low volume testing done in a laboratory may be performed on the automated system. Second, the type of testing that is performed is constantly changing as new products and techniques are developed. Third, the automated system must be able to incorporate new technology in order to prevent the system from becoming obsolete.
Despite these hurdles, laboratory automation presents several si~lcant advantages over its manual counterpart.
An automated system improves testing consistency and repeatability, reduces testing costs, allows laborato~personnel to focus on analysis as opposed to testing, requires less laborato~space, and typically generates a higher sample throughput rate. In addition, the risk of employee exposure to hazardous chemicals during testing is substantially reduced.
The pharmaceutical and chemical laboratories that the Merck FLA system targets process large numbers of low volume assays. A single laboratory may process more than a hundred different products, and each product may undergo five to ten different tests.
Individually these assays are not performed often enough to consider automating, but taken together as a whole, these assays share many common procedures.
For example, a laborato~may process several products that are in powder form. In order to test any one of these products, a small amount of powder is dispensed into a bottle and then brought into solution. Once in solution, this product may be used as a reagent with other products or maybe analyzed itself by processing it through a variety of laborato~test equipment.
The technique for testing this powder is similar for most powders. Each assay will differ according to the amount and type of solution that the powder is dissolved in, the time it takes for the powder to be brought into solution, and which of the laboratory testing devices will be used for analysis. These differences are simply represented as data parameters at common functional Certainly an automated system that handles powders and bottles is not expected to convert into a system that controls jells and Petri dishes, but it must adapt to changes that occur regularly within a laboratory and be poised to incorporate the resulting new devices and product types with a minimal amount of setup time.
A laboratory automated system designed to adapt to these changes benefits significantly from a simulation model that is equally as flexible.
Changes in the assays, devices, and layout of both proposed and existing laboratories must be easily incorporated in the simulation model to prevent obsolescence. For instance, a shaking device can shake several bottles at the same time and allow these bottles to move as their individual processing delay completes. Each unit operation for this device specitles lthe entity to be shaken and the amount of time that it needs to shake.
In addition to the methods that an operator will run, the FLA system keeps track of an inventoqf of various supplies, solutions, and other operator supplied inputs.
These inventory items may be consumed during the running of a method and, as in the case of bottles, automatically restocked when the inventory item is no longer needed. Some methods will also create inventory themselves so that they may in turn be used by other methods in the system. His responsibilities include developing and installing automated laboratory systems and simulating and analyzing these systems.
